Mobile Usability Interview Questions
Undergraduate Library Student/Library Collaborative

What are some mobile applications that you currently use for your library, research, or coursework?

Which mobile applications did you try out?

Of the applications that you tried, which did you like best? Why?

Of the applications that you tried out, which did you like least? Why?

How would you improve each of the applications that you tried?

If you were to have someone design the perfect mobile application to meet your library, research, and/or class needs, what would it look like? How would it work?

Which applications would you recommend to friends? How would you describe them?

What library/research needs do you think a mobile application can help meet?

What location specific needs that students have do you think a mobile application could help meet?

What is your current affiliation with the University of Illinois (student-year) and how long have you been affiliated with the University?

What is your major?